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Just before he died, author Stefan Hertmans’ grandfather gave him several full 
notebooks. For years, Hertmans did not dare to read them – until he did and 
discovered surprising secrets. He read about an impoverished youth in Ghent, horrific 
experiences as a soldier at the front during WWI, and a great love who died young. 
Years of fascination for his grandfather’s life eventually led Hertmans to write War and 
Turpentine. The book has been translated into ten languages and was even longlisted 
for the coveted Man Booker International Prize.

Jan Lauwers is now presenting a theatre adaptation of the gripping epic. Following the 
success of Isabella’s Room (2004) about his own family history, and The blind poet 
(2015) about the ancestors of all the members of Needcompany, he is now exploring 
somebody else’s family history. One that is situated between art and war and in the 
midst of the struggle for Flemish emancipation. It is difficult to imagine richer source 
material for Lauwers’ humanist theatrical style.



THE ANGLE AND THE COPYING ERROR
ERWIN JANS

The weight of this sad time we must obey;
Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say.

The oldest hath borne most: we that are young
Shall never see so much, nor live so long.

Shakespeare, King Lear

1.
Let’s imagine that the twentieth century was writing its will. What would it want to leave us? 
What would the twenty-first century inherit from its predecessor? Or let’s take another image. 
Let’s imagine the twentieth century as a patient stretched out on a psychiatrist’s couch. From 
what point of view would it talk about itself? In what voice? About which traumas? Or, more 
concretely, let’s imagine that, during a therapy session, the twentieth century was asked to 
express itself in a single image. Which image would it be? Paul Klee’s painting Angelus Novus 
perhaps, which the German philosopher Walter Benjamin described inimitably in his ninth 
thesis on the philosophy of history: ‘An angel is depicted there who looks as if he were about 
to distance himself from something that he is staring at. His eyes are opened wide, his mouth 
stands open and his wings are outstretched. The Angel of History must look just like this. His 
face is turned towards the past. Where we see the appearance of a chain of events, he sees one 
single catastrophe, which unceasingly piles rubble on top of rubble and hurls it at his feet. He 
would like to pause for a moment, to awaken the dead and to piece together what has been 
smashed. But a storm is blowing from Paradise, it has caught itself up in his wings and is so 
strong that the Angel can no longer close them. The storm drives him irresistibly into the future, 
to which his back is turned, while the rubble-heap before him grows sky-high. This storm is 
what we call progress.’ History as an accumulation of rubble and catastrophes. This was written 
in 1940, a few months before Benjamin’s supposed suicide on the French-Spanish border while 
fleeing from the Nazis, and the image of the Angel of History has lost none of its disturbing 
power in the twenty-first century.

2.
‘To awaken the dead and to piece together what has been smashed.’ In passing, Walter Benjamin 
gave a naïve and, precisely for this reason, correct and pointed definition of the epic ambitions 
of art: to tell the great story of the past and its connection with the present. Is this one of the 
reasons for the conspicuous presence of novels on the contemporary stage? Does the novel, more 
than any other genre, have the epic power to piece the rubble of the past together again to form 
a meaningful whole? Is this why the theatre feeds as much as possible on the epic? It is in this se-
arch for personal stories in the grand history that the director of Isabella’s Room and the author 
of War and Turpentine came together.



3.
In 1935, Paul Valéry made the following note in one of his cahiers: ‘Descartes should have written: 
I suffer, therefore I am.’

4.
Urbain Joseph Emile Martien, the grandfather of the Flemish author Stefan Hertmans, died in 
1981. It was also in that year that Hertmans made his debut as a writer. Before he died, the grand-
father gave his grandson two well-filled notebooks in which he had written part of his life story. 
More than three decades later, the novel War and Turpentine was born out of these writings. Urbain 
Martien is one of the voices through which the twentieth century speaks, although he himself never 
lay on a psychiatrist’s couch. Urbain Martien was still too much an inhabitant of the nineteenth 
century for that, a still relatively stable and coherent period that was able to preserve its mouldering 
foundations until the Serb Gavrilo Princip made the whole house collapse with just a single well-ai-
med shot. The catastrophe of the Great War was at the same time the first great caesura in the life of 
Hertmans’ grandfather. The largest part of the notebooks he filled was an attempt by a now ageing 
man to come to terms with the horrors of his youth. The second great tragedy in his life, which was 
indirectly also linked to the war, was the premature death of his great love, Maria Emelia, from the 
devastating Spanish flu. It was probably brought to Europe by American soldiers and was spread on 
a massive scale by the huge gatherings that took place to celebrate the end of the war. Urbain later 
married Gabrielle, Maria Emelia’s sister, and gave his daughter the name of his dead beloved. He 
dealt with his traumas by painting still lifes and by writing in the notebooks that his grandson was 
to inherit.

5.
Jan Lauwers says, of War and Turpentine: ‘In my view, the real tragedy of the book is in the fact that 
it is impossible to comprehend the twentieth century and for most people modern and contem-
porary art has turned out to be relentlessly fast and iconoclastic. The hero of the story has to be 
understood in light of this. He has been broken by the horrors of that twentieth century and his 
own incomprehension regarding what beauty ought to be.’

6.
How does an era pass on its legacy? A culture survives through its characteristic patterns, in which 
its knowledge of the world and the previous generation’s rituals for the management of crises are 
stored, so as to be handed down to the next generation as completely and as intact as possible. These 
patterns provide stability. To ensure this stability, a culture has to develop great alertness to possible 
deviations and variations in what is handed down. In the ‘traditional’ cultures, the new is therefore 
treated with the greatest possible suspicion and is only exceptionally tolerated. What has happe-
ned in the West with the advent of the new age is that the new has become the norm. The new is 
no longer simply tolerated from time to time, but is repeatedly demanded. The ‘old’ is replaced 
by the new at a tempo that makes any real attribution of meaning impossible. Nietzsche called 
modern people, driven by consumerism and novelty, ‘the Legionnaires of the moment’. How do we 
remain linked to the past? How do we retain a historical consciousness? Modernity is the break or 
the copying error in this transmission. In modern times, the gap between generations has become 
so large that there is no longer any possibility of things being handed down intact. We no longer 
inherit experiences or the time-tested insights of our fathers, we consult data instead. History is an 
incalculable and anonymous digital archive that can be visited 24/7. If we are online, that is. We 



are no longer the children of our fathers, but children of our time. We moderns no longer want to 
inherit (and are probably no longer able to).

But at the beginning of the twenty-first century we are increasingly aware of the cultural and ethical 
poverty of an existence bounded by a purely ‘pragmatic’ history. Our so-called freedom has bolted. 
We live in a culture that constantly mobilises, perverts and commercially exploits our desires. 
Pleasure, in every possible sense of the word, has become a compulsion. Freedom a ‘must’. Protect 
me from what I want is a slogan that the American artist Jenny Holzer uses in her visual work. It 
is also the title of a 2003 song by the English band Placebo, which starts with this verse: ‘It’s that 
disease of the age / It’s that disease that we crave / Alone at the end of the rave / We catch the last 
bus home’. Freedom as the prime disease of our era, the disease we pursue and at the same time the 
disease against which we have to be protected.

7.
War and Turpentine is not only Hertmans’ attempt to reconstruct his grandfather’s life as faithful-
ly as possible and to safeguard it from being forgotten, he also situates his grandfather’s life story 
in the broader history of Flanders, of industrialisation, the war, the Flemish movement and so 
on. Through his grandfather, Hertmans describes a world and an ethos that no longer exist. To 
Hertmans, the First World War is a key moment in the development of Europe: ‘the intimacy of the 
atmosphere of Europe was permanently damaged. What blew in through the infernal holes shot in 
humanism by the war was the heat of a moral void, of a wasteland that barely allowed itself to be 
sown with new ideals, because it had become abundantly clear how much man had allowed himself 
to be misled by it. The new politics that was to flare up with an even greater destructive potential 
was that of revenge, resentment, rancour and a settling of accounts; but the soldier who made his 
marching stride a matter of honour, who had learnt to fence as if in a ballet lesson, who foolishly 
enough bowed to his enemy before running him through, this soldier would never return.’ The pe-
riod between the wars has rarely been evoked in such a sombre light. Hertmans describes his grand-
father as a person on the fault line between two eras. The writer sees the grandfather as a moral 
lens through which to view the previous century. Urbain Martien is still presented with the ethos, 
the values and the traditions of the nineteenth century. He struggles with the horror of the war, his 
memories, eroticism, his marriage, his artistic ambitions and the rest, but he still has a number of 
patterns that allow him to stabilise and sublimate the loss and sorrow: self-control, self-discipline, a 
sense of duty, the catholic religion, the extremely faithful copying of old masters and the painting of 
still lifes. This ‘touchingly old-fashioned attitude’ was never to leave him, but the world around him 
changed unrecognisably and he became someone out of place in the new era: ‘his bursts of passion 
and rage against no one in particular, with no visible cause – perhaps most of all against his own lost 
innocence – spoke silent, taciturn, bitter volumes for those of us who lived with him.’

8.
In his book Die schrecklichen Kinder der Neuzeit, Sloterdijk refers to the revolutionaries, the artists, 
the scientists, the inventors, the adventurers, the entrepreneurs, the managers, the daredevils, the 
dreamers… all those who are constantly trying something new. They are the children who supply 
the ideas and energy of the new era, the engine and the fuel behind the developments of the last two 
centuries. The ‘disruption of the senses’ that Rimbaud put forward as a new programme for poetic 
creation has now become commonplace as an experience. Each individual has in the meantime be-
come ‘a drunken ship’ sailing on a turbulent sea, with as its only compass the categorical imperative 



of il faut être absolument moderne. It is probably no coincidence that Sloterdijk devoted a great 
deal of attention to the rise of Dadaism, because for the first time it expressed the rupture in words 
with complete radicalness. Dadaism did not want to inherit anything more, nor pass anything on. 
It proclaimed the pure present, with no before nor after, and thereby set the tone for the twentieth 
century, which was characterised by the purely sequential, with no history of development or trans-
ferral.

This refusal to inherit has been given many names in modern and contemporary art: avant-garde, 
iconoclasm, tabula rasa, provocation, alienation, transgression, autonomy and so on. From Marcel 
Duchamp’s urinal, Fountain (1917) to For the Love of God (2007), the diamond-encrusted skull by 
Damien Hirst, modern art has for a century celebrated its absolute freedom! But even this freedom 
has come up against its limits and has once again encountered reality: ‘… through my experience 
with Isabella’s Room, I know we live in an age when art must once again claim its place at the centre 
of the public space. By telling such personal stories, which are moreover rectilinear and irreversi-
ble, we laboriously drag ourselves out of the ivory tower where we so agreeably spent the previous 
century,’ according to Lauwers. Both the play and the novel arose out of the true legacy of the father 
(and grandfather). On his death, Lauwers’ father left his son a large collection of exotic objects 
from ancient Egypt and black Africa. They are given a place, literally, in Isabella’s Room, just as 
Hertmans’ grandfather’s notebooks form the core of War and Turpentine. This material legacy led in 
both cases to a work of art that concentrates explicitly on the necessity of inheritance or of receiving 
history. And on the ethical appeal that it makes.

To the question of what literature is for, the German writer W.G. Sebald replied: ‘Perhaps only to 
help us remember and to teach us to understand that there are connections that cannot be fathomed 
by any causal logic.’ Hertmans adds: ‘Literature is not a form of description for the sake of des-
cription, but of description to preserve and consequently also to understand, to feel deeply how it 
really was. To Sebald, this ‘wie es eigentlich gewesen’ implies a devoted and attentive description of 
every significant detail, as a result of which that one experience may be shown up that provides an 
epiphanic insight into the concrete, now historic connection that is covered over by time.’ Sebald 
sees forgetting as a dimension of evil. What is being expressed here is a poetics of resistance against 
forgetting, of the search for connection with the past and with a community. Art as ‘the work of 
remembering’ and as ‘the work of making connections’. A form of fidelity to the past, but without 
conservatism and a form of belonging to a collectivity, though with no loss of individuality. The 
ethical-political obligation to commemorate history, the mission to dig it over and ‘save’ it from 
oblivion in order thereby also to save the present and the future, is more relevant and urgent than 
ever.

9.
In his notebooks, Urbain Martien wanted to write down his experiences as a soldier as faithfully 
as possible. He wanted to remain true to the events and to his fallen comrades. Just as he wanted 
to remain faithful to the original, down to the smallest details, when copying the great masters, so 
skilfully faithful that he never developed his own personality as a drawer and painter. Decades later, 
in his novel, Hertmans tried to sketch a faithful portrait of his grandfather. In their turn, Lauwers 
and co. try in their stage production to remain true to Hertmans’ novel. It is a chain of testimonies.
In an interview, Hertmans quoted a sentence he read at the Jewish Museum in Warsaw: ‘if you 
listen to witnesses long enough, you become one yourself ’. The testimony is passed on by means of 



faithful listening. However, remaining faithful is not purely a matter of repetition or imitation, but 
of choosing a new perspective. Hertmans chose a historical and psychological interpretation of his 
grandfather in the form of essay-like passages and remains a distinct authorial presence in the novel. 
We get to know the grandfather through the eyes of his grandson.

However, in his staging, Lauwers, the theatre-maker, imposes silence on the reflective Hertmans. 
However rich and refined the author’s thoughts are, they have been removed. There is no place on 
stage for the explicit historical and psychological interpretation. The communication there is more 
direct, physical, more visual. The passages that Lauwers selected from the novel are descriptive, sen-
sory and physical: the fatal accident the young Urbain sees at the smithy, his heavy and dangerous 
work in the iron foundry, the first time he sees a naked girl in a pool, times spent with his father, 
who was a fresco painter, the horror of war… Lauwers retains the three parts of Hertmans’ novel – 
the early years, the war years and the post-war years – but opts for a radically different perspective.

‘What does it actually mean, spending your whole life with the sister of your great love?’ Following 
the death of Maria Emelia, Urbain, out of a sense of duty and responsibility, marries her sister 
Gabrielle. Later, he insists that their daughter should bear the name of his dead beloved. Hert-
mans’ novel is a respectful attempt to understand his grandfather’s trauma. By selecting Viviane De 
Muynck as narrator, Lauwers brings about not only an upheaval in the narrative perspective, but 
also makes room for the tragedy of Gabrielle, the woman who was obliged to live in the shadow of 
her dead sister. What is more, Lauwers lets her speak from the hereafter. The dead often remain a 
presence in Lauwers’ productions, as the guardians and witnesses of the past. Viviane De Muynck 
carries the audience along with her through the narration. She is the only one who speaks. Urbain 
(Benoît Gob) is a silent presence as a meticulous copyist in his studio. The other actors (Sarah Lutz, 
Elik Niv, Maarten Seghers, Mohammed Toukabri and Melissa Guérin) and the three musicians ‘act 
things out’. In the middle section of the performance – the war years – they throw themselves into 
a simultaneously brutally monotonous and deliriously aggressive choreography of hand-to-hand 
fighting, before, in the third part, transforming the set into an intimate domestic scene in which the 
tragic love story is told. They are the ‘company’ – the silent chorus, the silent co-narrators, but also 
the silent witnesses – from which the narration arises and to which it also returns. The performance 
assumes epic, film-like dimensions. Lauwers does not avoid great emotions: when Maria Emelia 
(Sarah Lutz) dies from the Spanish flu, we see it happen with full realism. The music that Rombout 
Willems composed for piano (Alain Franco), cello (Simon Lenski) and violin (George van Dam) 
also involves itself in the epic nature of the piece and follows the movements of the narration, from 
intimately poetic through aggressive and agitated to romantically melancholic. The live performance 
of the music on a revolving platform – something between a bandstand and a floating raft – and the 
musicians’ participation in the action greatly increase the intensity of this theatrical event.

10.
Both the play Isabella’s Room and the novel War and Turpentine are called ‘classics’. What does this 
mean? Clear, communicative, mature, universal, humanist… Is this the new vocabulary we have to 
employ when it comes to the arts? The stage production includes a character who does not appear in 
the novel: a nurse (Grace Ellen Barkey). In an interview, Stefan Hertmans interprets her as a figure 
of melancholy. In her desire to relieve the suffering she is like the Angel of History who wants to 
put the rubble back together into a unified whole again and bring the dead back to life. Does this 
thereby also make her the possible (or impossible) figure of an art from the other side of the break 
and alienation? Art as the rediscovery of the lost connection between world and empathy? The angel 
who is still trying to correct the copying error of modernity?
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